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Clodien Avenue : Traffic Calming

Consultation Report

Project No:  CO18019

A consultation was held on the above scheme proposals between 26/04/2019 and 10/5/2019.

The purpose of the consultation was to obtain information from the local community in order to improve the scheme and if possible address any local concerns.

From the 175 properties consulted and 4 site notices displayed on site, 2 individual responses were received with regard to the Scheme

1  Supports scheme, some provided additional comments/suggestions
1  Disagreed with proposals

The concerns and comments are summarised in italics below, along with the Council's response.

Recommendation
In view of the below it is proposed to proceed with the implementation of the scheme as outlined in the consultation plan.

Issue related to parking

This area currently has a desperate shortage of available parking spaces. This would further reduce this by applying further yellow lines and increasing pavement size.

The current Traffic Order Restrictions will not change, so the parking arrangements currently will remain.

Issue related to Access Only Order

A No through Road/Residents access only policy would seem more suitable.

There is currently an Except for Access order at Banastre Avenue and at the bottom of Clodien Avenue at its junction with Allensbank Road unfortunately this can only be enforced by South Wales Police.

Request for additional Traffic Calming

I support the recommendation to introduce additional traffic calming however, I believe the council should consider an additional table top crossing on Clodien Avenue in the vicinity of Soberton Avenue as in my view a single point of calming at Summerfeild Avenue is not adequate considering the length of the road.
There is only currently sufficient funding to introduce one speed table along Clodien Avenue at this moment in time.
The Council is consulting on the proposal to implement a traffic management scheme based on the plan shown.

Further details about this consultation are available at www.cardiff.gov.uk/transportprojects using the 'view consultations' link. Alternatively, please e-mail TransportProjects@cardiff.gov.uk or telephone 029 2087 3354 to request a paper copy. If you would like to make any comments about this proposal please let us know by 10/05/2019.